It has long been the goal of computational neuroscientists to understand animal nervous systems, but their vast complexity has made it very difficult to fully understand even basic functions such as movement. The C. elegans nematode offers the opportunity to study a fully described connectome and link neural network to behaviour. In this paper a model of the responses of the body wall muscle in C. elegans to a random light stimulus is presented. An algorithm has been developed that tracks synapses in the nematode nervous system from the stimulus in the phototaxis sensory neurons to the muscles cells. A linear second order model was used to calculate the isometric force in each of the C. elegans body wall muscle cells. The isometric force calculated resembles that of previous investigations in muscle modelling.
INTRODUCTION
Using computational neuroscience models, one can simulate the nervous system by simplifying brain models into neural circuits to attempt to understand behaviour. There have been huge advances in understanding the operations of neurons at a cellular and sub-cellular level, as well as the operations of large scale neural networks (Boyle and Cohen, 2007) . However, typically artificial neural networks are highly simplified models of the individual neurons they represent and do not have any neural structure in mind or refer to the nervous systems of any particular species (Cangelosi, 1997) .
In this paper, we present a neural model of the muscle cells in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans). C. elegans (Fig. 1) is a small soil nematode, with a simple anatomy comprising of about 1000 cells, 302 neurons, 135 muscle cells and about 8000 synapses (Altun and Hall, 2009a) . The anatomical description of the whole animal has been completed at the electron microscopy level, making the worm an important model for research in many fields (Brenner, 1973; Wood, 1988) . The adult hermaphrodite consists of a mere 302 neurons, with their connectivity already well described, making it a model system for advancing the connectome program (Varshney et al., 2011) . Unfortunately, far less information is available on the properties of these neurons (Boyle and Cohen, 2007) . The C. elegans nervous system is sufficiently rich to generate a large set of behaviours, including locomotion (Gjorgjieva et al., 2014) , touch response Chalfie et al., 1985) , detection of chemicals, temperature and light gradients (Dunn et al. 2004; Rankin, 2002; Ward et al., 2008) even memory has been observed (Lin and Rankin, 2010) .
Movement, or locomotion, in the worm typically consists of periods of forward motion interspersed with short periods of backward motion and turns, controlled by a subset of its nervous system (Boyle and Cohen, 2007) . A number of models have been developed for the C. elegans locomotion, yet it is still partially understood and remains significantly challenging to modellers and experimentalists (Bryden, 2004; Suzuki et al., 2005) .
The worm also exhibits escape responses to external stimuli. A gentle touch with a fine hair around the head area will cause the worm to move backwards and a touch in the tail causes the worm to (Chalfie et al., 1985) . The worm has the ability to orient in response to gradients of chemical concentration also referred to as chemotaxis (Bargmann and Horvitz, 1991) . Chemotaxis is used to locate food and males use it to locate hermaphrodites. This has been studied by establishing a twodimensional gradient chemical concentration, demonstrating that chemotaxis behaviour in the worm is consistent with true orientation of the chemical gradient (Morse et al., 1998) . Other behaviour exhibited by the worm is the ability to move into regions with constant or gradient temperatures. The worm is known to migrate to regions with desirable temperatures and deviates from undesirable temperatures by sudden switches in direction (Hedgecock and Russell, 1975) .
Another behaviour recently observed in C. elegans is phototaxis, which is the ability to sense and react to light. A series of sensory neurons located in the worm's head are able to detect light stimuli and they elicit a robust avoidance response (Ward et al., 2008) . The worm is known to lack specialised lightsensing organs and lives in dark soil, yet it possesses a simple way of detecting light which induces avoidance behaviour mediated by a group of chemoreceptive neurons (Ward et al., 2008) . Light stimuli evoke negative responses in the worm and drive it back to a dark environment. If exposed to light when moving forward, it would stop and then initiate reversal. Similarly, the worm stops moving backwards when exposed to light and starts moving forward. This behaviour serves as a survival mechanism in the soil.
In this paper we provide an initial model of the responses to light of the C. elegans. It is being developed as a test bed for the European Si elegans project. The European Si elegans project intends to provide an open-access and user-friendly framework for the accurate emulation of the C. elegans nervous system (Blau et al., 2014) . It will provide a sophisticated emulation environment with an advanced design environment where users can design their own custom neuron models, or use models from a model library, run and visualise the emulation results on a unique 3D virtual arena. The emulation will run on a hardware parallel architecture based on field programmable gate arrays (Machado et al., 2015) .
METHODS

Network Pathway
Light stimulates a series of sensory neurons situated in the head of the nematode, which in turn excite a series of interneurons and motor neurons, creating a neural network. Some of these motor neurons innervate 95 body wall muscles that run along the body of the C. elegans (Fig. 2) (Hresko et al., 1994; Varshney et al., 2011; White et al., 1986) . When a light source is focussed on the worm's head, the sensory neurons trigger a burst of neuronal activity that results in muscle contractions and relaxations which guide the nematode away from the light source. This network then produces the light-induced head avoidance response known as negative phototaxis (Ward et al., 2008) . We have elavorated a Matlab ® algorithm that follows the synapses from the sensory neurons stimulated by light to each of the motor neuron connected to body wall muscles. Through this algorithm the neural pathways to each of the 95 body wall muscles have been calculated, providing a representation of a network that reflects the actual neural connections of the worm, including the weights of such connections. The connections and weights between individual neurons in the C. elegans have already been described (Hresko et al., 1994; Varshney et al., 2011) , and the algorithm is able to use this information and track the synapses from the sensory neurons to the interneurons and motor neurons. From all possible pathways calculated, only those targeting specific motor neurons that innervate the body wall muscles are selected.
The algorithm also allows the selection of the depth in the network to observe either direct pathways between sensory to motor neurons, networks with one layer of interneurons or larger networks. Further details about the neurons and muscles models are given in the next two sections.
Neuron Model
To model the sensory neurons, interneurons and motor neurons, an Izhikevich spiking neural model is implemented (Izhikevich, 2003) . In this particular case, we are making the assumption that all neurons behave equally (i.e. all share the same model), even though C. elegans is thought to have no spiking neurons (Lockery and Goodman, 2009) . The Izhikevich neural model combines the biologically plausibility of Hodgkin-Huxley type dynamics and the computational efficiency of integrate-and-fire neurons (Izhikevich, 2003) . It follows a system of differential equations of the form:
In these equations, the variables and represent the membrane potential and the recovery variable respectively, I is the injected dc current, is the time scale of the recovery variable, is the sensitivity of the recovery variable, is the after-spike reset value of the membrane potential caused by high-threshold potassium conductance and is the after-spike reset value of the membrane potential caused by lowthreshold potassium conductance.
The parameters were set to typical values: = 0.02 , b = 0.2 , = −65 mV, = 2 (Izhikevich, 2003) . In order to consider both excitatory and inhibitory motor neurons responses, the inhibition has been simplified to a negative current of the same amplitude as its excitatory counterpart.
Muscle Model
To model the muscle responses to motor neuron inputs, an isometric model has been chosen. Isometric models calculate the force of contraction of a muscle when no output movement is produced (Windmaier et al., 2003) .
A second order linear model (Bobet et al., 1993 ) was used to model the isometric force, since linear models are attractive due to their simplicity and ease of analysis. However, they have to be considered carefully, as they may lead to loss of information and might not provide a good description of muscle force (Bobet et al., 2005) .
Where ( ) is the muscle force as a function of time, are the model parameters and ( ) is the input spike train coming from the motor neurons. For this particular test, the values chosen are = 0.004, = 0.26 and = 0.023, based on the model fitted to an invertebrate muscle response (Wilson et al., 2012) , since no data is available to fit the model to the C. elegans.
RESULTS
Phototaxis Network Pathway
The pathways from the sensory neurons receiving phototaxis to the motor neurons that innervate the body wall muscles have been calculated using the algorithm developed.
To provide an example, the connections to the muscle MDR05 (Muscle Dorsal Right number 05), at the neck of the worm, are described. In this particular case, there are four sensory neurons (AWBR, ASKR, ASHL, ASHR) that synapse directly with the muscle motor neurons (RMGR, RIML). By increasing the depth and adding connections through interneurons, there are connections to 20 interneurons from all the 14 sensory neurons excited by light. These interneurons synapse to five motor neurons that innervate the muscle, producing a total of 100 different pathways (Fig. 3) . Adding a second layer of interneurons would form a four layer network, with a total of 1848 pathways and 98 different neurons involved.
As the number of layers increases, so does the number of connections and neurons involved, increasing the complexity of the network. For this analysis, the number of layers is restricted to three, analysing a network with a single interneuron.
In the case of the network to innervate muscle MDR05, most of the connections are found in the neck and head of the nematode, with a few exceptions in the rest of the body (Fig. 3 ) The fact that most neurons and pathways are near the head of the nematode is not limited to the network of muscle MDR05. The muscles in the head and neck and on the top half of the body are the ones which received most inputs from the sensory neurons (Fig.  4) . Considering that the phototaxis sensitive neurons are situated near the head, it is possible that this dense interconnectivity in the top half is due to network optimisation to minimise wiring cost (Chen et al., 2006) .
Responses of Body Wall Muscles to Light
Using the pathway calculated for each body wall muscle, an artificial neural network has been created using the Izhikevich neural model (Izhikevich, 2003) . The random stimulus in the sensory neurons is transmitted through the network to the motor neurons, where the input spike train to the muscle is created. Using the linear model described in Section 2.3, the isometric force produced by each of the 95 body wall muscles is calculated. Following the previous example, the response of muscle MDR05 to a random stimulus is as shown in Figure 5 . The force calculated in the body wall muscles can be translated into muscle contraction and, furthermore, into movement. Many investigators have provided different models to achieved this (Boyle et al., 2012; Bryden and Cohen, 2008; Bryden, 2004) , however, in this particular piece of work, the translation has not been performed.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented an algorithm and a cascade of models to simulate the force produced in the C. elegans body wall muscles in response to a random light stimulus. The algorithm developed is able to read the information on the connections for each neuron and follow those connections to the motor neurons connected to the body wall muscles. This way we have created a representation of the network that reflects the actual neural connections of the worm. This pathway was effectively used in producing an Artificial Neural Network, using Izhikevich neural models, which transmitted the random stimulus to the muscle cell.
The isometric force calculated with the stimulus transmitted through the network provides an approximation of the behaviour of the body wall muscles that could be translated into locomotion.
Due to the lack of neuromuscular recordings and since the simulation of locomotion has not yet been performed, it is difficult to assess the accuracy of the force obtained. The shape of the isometric force is however comparable to that of other works simulating C. elegans body wall muscle (Boyle and Cohen, 2008) , other animals (Wilson et al., 2012) and even human muscle force (Hunt et al., 1998) . This paper presents an early stage investigation. Future work in this system includes that of the model of phototaxis sensitive sensory neurons responding to specific light amplitudes and frequencies (Ward et al., 2008) . Furthermore, the artificial neural network used standard Izhikevich spiking neural models (Izhikevich, 2003) for all neurons involved in the network. Specific models for each of the neurons will be implemented in future work approximating more accurately the behaviour of the neurons involved in this system in the C. elegans.
An implementation of this system into the Si elegans framework to simulate the output movement in response to light among other behaviours has already started. This implementation would provide an answer to whether the models presented here are accurate enough to produce simulated C. elegans avoidance in the presence of light. Therefore, the models will need to be implemented into the hardware framework forming the Si elegans project. Si elegans: A Computational Model of C. elegans Muscle Response to Light
